Influence of the fetal scalp electrode stimulation test on fetal heart rate and body movements in quiet and active behavioral states during labor.
Thirty women were studied to examine the effect of fetal scalp stimulation on fetal heart rate (FHR) accelerations and gross body movements in quiet and active fetal behavioral states during the active phase of labor. Stimulation was performed by five consecutive tractions of the fetal scalp electrode. Fetal response in terms of fetal movements and FHR accelerations occurring within 15 seconds after stimulation was observed in all fetuses of the active state group. In the quiet state group 14 of 15 fetuses responded with body movements and in 12 fetuses FHR accelerations were observed. Subsequently, most of the fetuses returned to the quiet state. We suggest that a normal and healthy fetus is expected to respond to the fetal scalp electrode stimulation test even in the quiet behavioral state.